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Abstract-For nelltral delay diffcrcnce systems of the general form. two kinds of boundedness 
criteria are established in this paper. One is by means of the discrete Liapunov function&. while 
the other is in terms of the discrete Liapunov functions with Razumikhin techniques. The obtained 
results are new in the sense that their counterparts for neutral de1a.y differential systems have not 
appeared so far. @ ‘2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l]) we have established the boundedness crit,eria. for the finite delay difference systenx in 
terms of the discrete Liapunov function& as well as Liapuuov flulctions. Furthermore, the 
corresponding results have beeu obt,ained in [2] for the infinite delay differeucc systems. However, 
to the best of our knowledge, there have only appeared a few resultas on oscillations nnd asymptotic 
behaviors of some specific neutral delay difference equations. We have succeeded in [3] t,o establish 
sonle stahility results for neutral delay difference syst,ems of the general form. 
In this paper: for the neutral delay difference systjenls of the general fornl? we will establish the 
boundedness criteria by discrete Liapunov function& and functjions as well. 
Consider the neutral delay difference systems of t,he general form 
A(D(?l, x,,)) = f(n, :I:,~), II E z+, (I) 
where Z+ denotes the set of nonnegative integers, :c t R” with some positive integer Ic, A is the 
forward difference operator, let 
C={q{-r>--7.+1;...,-l,O}+R’}, with some 7‘ E Z+ 
define the norm of q~ E C as 
/IPI/ = ,_y!:yl . . . . . 0 lQ4.s)l. with 1 1 a norm in R“‘. 
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LetD,f :Z+XC+R’, while x, E C is defined as 
x,,(s) = x(n + s), for s = -1’, -7’ + 1, . ) 0. 
Suppose that for any given 1x0 E Z+ and a given function y E C? there exists a unique solution 
of (1) (cf. [4]), denoted by x(no,p)(n), such that it satisfies (1) for all integer II, 2 no and 
x(710, r”)(llo + s) = p(s), for s = -I’, --I’ + 1:. . ,o. 
In the sequel, we always assume that the variables 71, s, z, j, k take integer values and the 
corresponding inequalities as well as intervals are discrete ones. 
DEFINITION 1. The solutions of (1) are said to be uniformly bounded (U.B.) if for cizcl~ given 
BI > 0 there exists a B2 > 0 such that [Q E Z+, Ilqll 5 B1, n 2 no] irnp1.y that IIII:,,(T~Q, p;)II 5 B2. 
DEFINITION 2. The solutions of (1) are said to be uniformly ultimately bounded (U.U.B.) for 
bound B if for each given B3 > 0, there is an integer iv > 0 sr~cll that [~LIJ t Z+, j/9”// < B:$. II > 
1x0 + N] imply that ~Ix,(~zo, lp)ll I B. 
DEFINITION 3. D(TL,~) is said to be globally uniformly stable (G.U.S.) if there exist constants 
K1 > 0, K2 > 0, and a > 0 such that for any 1~ : Z+ - R”. and any r E Z+, 4’: E C with 
D(T;~/I) = /L(T); the solution ~c(T.@)(TL) of 
satisfies the following estimate: 
IIx,,II 5 Kle- a(n--T)II$II + h-2 ,y;“<“,, Ih(i I1 > r. (2) 
It is easy to verify that if D(TL,~) = q(O) + qp(-r) with lyl < 1, then D(n.~) is G.U.S. More 
generally, an autonomous, linear, continuous operator D is G.U.S. if it is atomic at, 0 and if 
the zero solution of the homogeneous difference equation D(.L+~) = 0 is uniformly asymptotically 
stable (cf. [S]). 
DEFINITION 4. The class of functions! denoted by Ic: is defined as 
K: = {W E C: [R+, R+] : II/ is strictly increasing in u, and TV(O) = 0} 
The following lemma is needed in establishing our main results. 
LEMMA 1. Let D(n,p) be G.U.S. and let <k : R+ + R+ be my continuous furlctiom Then, 
correspondingly, there is a continuous function ,/3( u) 2 KI + K~(v(~L) such that 
(i) for each B > 0 and each r t Zt ! [llr/?\i 5 B. ~D(II,,z,,(T. $I))/ ( cy(B) for T 5 II, 5 T* with 
some integer T* 5 +m3] imply that 
(ii) for each B > 0 and each B* > 0. there exists a.n integer N = N(B,l?*) > 0 SIIC~I that 
[ll$,il I B, ID(,qxTL(~, $))I i N(B*) for 11 > ~1 irnp1.y fhat 
llGL(~> ci/)ll F d(B*)> /c>-r+N(B,B*). (4) 
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PROOF. It follows from (2) with h(,rl) = D( ‘/),5,,(7, t/j)) that wllelle\w I/v’,l/ 5 B imc1 lD(/L. .I’,, 
(I,)/ < a(B) for 7 5 71 5 7*, then 
Trivially, we can choose a suitable continuous furictioii kj( IL) > Ii1 II, + Ii2n(w) so that (3) holds. 
Also, for each B* > 0, if 1j,\b11 5 B and ~D(~?,,:c,,(T. $))I 5 tr(B*) for 11, > 7, then 1)~ (2) it, 
suffices to show that 
I&e-“(+T)B < Ii-LB*. _ 
which implies 
IlX,?(T, &)I/ < iqB*). 
Clearly, if we pick an integer N = max{O, [(ln(B/B*)/rL)] + l}. where and in tl le sequel. [.I tknotes 
the greatest integer function, then (4) holds. I 
2. THEOREM IN TERMS OF LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONALS 
with ~(120, p)(7~) being a solution of’ (1). Y’~HYI tl~ solutions of’ (1) arc’ U.B. a~/ Li. U.B. 
PROOF. First, we show the U.B. Choose a continuous funct,ion 
with n(,~1) -+ +cx, as ‘u + +CG. By Lemma 1, there exists a corresponding kj( u) wit,11 the rquired 
properties to this CY(,U). Let B1 > 0 be given. For any 110 E Z+ and any p t C with llpll < B1. 
denote z(n) = 4720, p)(n) and V(7z) = V( 72, LC,, (720 ~ y)). By Assumption (ii), WP haw 
11-l 11-I 
c W4(lz(s)l) < c (-Av,,,(s)) + iZl(r, + 1) = V(H - 1 - 7.) - V(H) + Jl(r. + 1). (5) 
s=r1-l--7 s=n-l-r 
Now consider V(s) on [no,L] for any integer L > )J,~ +r.. Let V@) = rrlax{V(,s) j I!(, 5 s < L}. 
If 73 < 7~0 + r, then for any 12 E [7t0, L], 
V(u) 5 V(C) 5 V(q)) + M(ti> - no) 5 r~~:,(~w(B~)) + Iv:j((r + l)&(D,)) + 1\1/,. 
and thus, b.v (i) and the definition of ct ( IL), we 11avc~ 
which implies in view of Lemma 1 that 
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On the other hand, if fi E [no + T + 1, L], then V(fi - 1 - r) - V(R) 5 0, and thus, 
77-l 
c W4(12(s)l) 5 M(r + 1). 
s=n-1-r 
We note that for such fi, Ay,,(fi - 1) = V(G) - V(fi - 1) > 0, and hence, iD(G - 1,x+1)1 I 
W;‘(M). Thus, for n E [no, L], we have 
V(n) < V(C) 5 V(fi - 1) + M < W, (“y;‘(M)) + W3(M(r + 1)) + M. 
It then follows from (i) and the definition of N(,u) that for 71 E [Q,L], we obtain 
which also implies by Lemma 1 that 
Let B:! E P(Bl). S ince L > no + T is an arbitrary integer, this proves the U.B. 
To show the U.U.B., let B3 > 0 be given. By the U.B., there is a corresponding B4 > B3 
such that [no E 9, llvll L: &,71 > 7~01 imply that I/z,,Ij = lj~~(no,(~)II I Bq. By (ii) and the 
assumption W5(u) 4 $00 as ‘u. -+ +co, we can determine a U > 0 so that 
AV,,,(n) 5 -Ws(lD(n,z,)I) + Ad < -1, if iD(n,z,)j > U. 
Since for all 7~ 2 no, there holds 
0 5 V(n) I W2(uJ(B4)) + W3((7” + l)W4(B4))> 
there exists a sufficiently large integer K such that on any interval [n, n + KT] with 7% 2 7~0, there 
must be some ti E [72,7x + Kr] with ID(6 - 1,~-1)1 < U. Now consider the intervals 
II = [?Zo, 7Lo + KT]) I, = [710 + Kr, no + 2Kr], . , Ii = [no + (i - l)Kr, 7~~ + iK7.1,. , 
and select 72, E 1, such that V(n,) is the maximum of V on I,. In case 71, = ‘no + (I; - l)K7. with 
iD(n( - l,z,,_l)j > U, then by the choice of K, there is a first 11, E [no+(i - l)K?-+l,no +iKr] 
such that ID(FL% - 1, x,,-1)1 5 U. Now in this case instead of the above chosen I,, we pick 
I, = [fit, 110 + xr], 
and let 
V(72,) = max{V(s) I s e IL}. 
Therefore, in any case, we have 
ID(% - l,G,,-111 I u, i -2,3,... 
Next, consider the intervals 
L2 = [122 -T - I,?~~), L3=[ns-r-l:n$ )..., L,=[ni-r-l,n,] ).... 
For each i = 2,3, . . , we have two cases. 
CASE 1. V(n,) + 1 > V(s) for all s E Li. 
CASE 2. V(q) + 1 < V(s,) for some si E Li. 
Note that, in Case 2: s, $2 I, since V(?t,) is the ulaxiniuu1 ou I,. If t,here is 110 gap between 
I,_, and I,, then s; t 1,-l. If there is a gap aud s, E [11[, + (i ~ l)Ii’r - l.,fi,[ - 11, t11e11 we have 
jD(s,n:,)l > U, and thus, AV,,,(s) < 0 on [‘tj~ + (i - l)l<r, - 1, fi., - 21. Hence, 
I/(/l” + (i - 1)K7.) > V(s,) > I’(,,,) + 1. 
Ill any case, we 1lWc 
L7(rli) + 1 < V(//,_,) 
since V(II,,_,) is the niaxirnurn on I,_1 aucl ‘71,~ + (i - l)Kr t 1,-l. 
By tht> boundcdness of V(n)! there is ~11 integp‘r X* > 0 sucl1 that, case 2 1101c1s 011 110 11101’e 
t-llaii N* consecut,ive intervals L,. Thus, on soni(~ L,, wit,h ,j 5 N”. we iiiust liavr 
V(?L,]) + 1 > V(s), for all s t L, 
It now follows from (5) with 11 = ‘IL,, that 
11,-l 
c bV4(l:c(s)l) < V(11,, 
- 1 - 7.) - V(,//,,) + M(?, + 1) 5 1 + nsp + l), 
and tahus, 
V(lL1/) I V(71,, ~ 1) + nr < IJ<J(U) + Il’3(1 + ilf(?, + 1)) + nr. 
Now we claim that 
To see this, let V(7l*) Ix the nlaxinlum of V 011 L,,. theu V(rl*) < V(lr,) + 1. Supposc~ that, there 
would he a first ii, > ~1~ with V(N)) > C). the11 iiotiiig that Q > 1.(/I*) alit1 V(,G) is the iiiaxinnm 
of V on [I?. -- r - 1, ii], we derive> 1)~ (5) wit,h 71 = fi that 
where N(Ba, n*) > 0 is t,he intcgcr in Lennna 1. Noting that. Q, and thus, B’ are independent, of 
& while N’, 11~ and N( B,,, B*) are tlependent~ on B.,, alit1 t,hus, oii L3:s only. if WC let, B = :j(B*) 
a~1 N = N*IC~r + Ar(Llf~. B*), t,hen the U.U.B. of the solut,ious of (1) is confirnled. I 
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REMARK 1. Actually, it is not necessary to impose the annoyin g assumption that the IV.1 in 
Assumption (ii) be the same as the WI in (i). Because if there hold 
(ii)’ ~V(I)(T.G(~LO,~)) I - [~G(I~~~o,~)(?~)I) + 1,V5(lW?b.GL( no, p))i)] +1U for some 11 > 0. 
then instead of (5), we have 
rt- 1 
c W~(Ix(s)l)<v(71-1-7--V(?2)+n1(7-+1). 
s=71-lb-1 
With 11 = fi, we obtain 
A-l 
c TV&(S)~) 5 M(r + 1). 
s=?=-l--r 
which implies that 
and thus, 
W4(/5(s)l) 5 w4 [&?(Wr + l))] 1 fors=R-l-r,...,ti-1. 
Therefore, 
n-1 
c W4(lz(s)l) I (T + l)W4 [W,-l(Ar(T + l))] 
83=-l-T 
Then we can carry on the arguments with minor modifications. 
Similarly, we could derive the corresponding estimates for C~~,~_l_,W~(lz(s)j) and CtzA_l_r 
W4(lz(s)l) from the ones for CyLg,‘_,._, WG(IZ(S)J) and Czij_l_T W~(lz(s)l). 
REMARK 2. Since the delay difference systems of the following form: 
or equivalently, 
z(n + 1) = x(n) + f(n, :&), I1 E z+ 
can be regarded as a special case of (1) with D(n,p) = p(O), which is trivially G.U.S. and 
satisfies 10(72,(p)I = Ip( I 11~4 = ,4Pll) f or 1~ E K, as a corollary of Theorem 1 in this spirit 
we immediately obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose there exists a V : Z+ x C + R+ such that 
(i) ~~~(ly(O)l) 5 V(n,cF) I ~2MO)l) + ~3EL, W~(lv(~~)l)l; 
(ii) AVc6j(n,z,(no,p)) 5 -bV~(j2(no,p)(n)/) + M for some Ad > 0, where WI E K(i = 
1) 2, . . . ( Ei), Wl(u), W,(u) + +oo as ‘7~ f $-cc, then the solutions of (6) arr U.B. ad 
U. U.B. 
It is remarkable that the IV, in Assumption (ii) in Corollary 1 is not necessarily the same 
as the Wd in (i) as we have pointed out above. Thus, as a by-product we have improved the 
corresponding result [l, Theorem l]. 
3. THEOREM IN TERMS OF LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 
The llext result is a Razumikhin-type theorem 1)~ using discrete Liaplmov flmctions lathe1 
than Liapunov functionals. 
PROOF I. First, we show the U.B. Let B1 > cll-‘(II~~‘(:11)) I )e given. For any ?I() t Z+. w E C 
with IIcpII 5 BI. we denote x(11) = :X(/Q, 1;)(1~), .I:,, = .C,,(Q, 9). lqr) = I)‘(/,, D(tt,.r,,)). iLll(I 
A@t,) = AV&h> D(n, ~7,)). 
We claim that 
V(,,) 5 W+‘(Bl)) + M: for all /I > 110. (7) 
Note that 
V(Q) 5 I4J2W( ?Lo,(r”)~) I W2(w(I~plI)) I TV&!(B,)) + 111. 
Suppose that there is an 7~1 > 710 with 
Then we have 
W,(ID(r&x,J) I V(n) < W~(W(B,)) + ;\I 5 W,(O(Dl)). 
and thus, 
ID(% &,)I 5 4Bl), for ‘110 5 I) 5 111 
By Lemma 1, we derive that 
OI‘ 
147211 5 a(&)> 
Hence, for 751 - I’ < s < nl, there holds 
F (I+, + 1)) > F(I/II;L(w(&)) + M) > TI:L(b(B,)) ) W2(la:(s)l) > V(s..r(s)). 
By Assumption (ii), we conclude that 
qn, + 1) 5 I+,) + AI - lC’c(lD(rrl..r,,,,)/). 
We now consider two cases. 
(8) 
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CASE 1. If V(n,) < Wz(W(Bl)), then it follows from (9) that 
This is a contradiction to (8). 
CASE 2. If v(ni) > W2(w(B1)), th en it follows from (i) that /D(ni,~c,,)] > zl,(Bi). and thus, 
W~(JD(ni,z,,)/) > Ws(w(Bi)) > n/I, we arrive at by (9) that 
V(n, + 1) < V(n1) 5 W2(W(Bl)) + Ad, 
which is again a contradiction to (8). 
Therefore, in any case, (7) holds, and thus, 
By applying Lemma 1, we obtain that 
Il~nll I P(h) = B2, for all n 2 no. 
This proves the U.B. part. 
PROOF II. We next show the U.U.B. Since T/T/3(u) - fee as ‘u + +co, we may choose a U > 0 
sufficiently large so that 
-Wa(]D(n,z,)]) + M < -1: if ]D(n,z,)] 2 U. (10) 
Choose fi > 0 such that 
> W2(U) + 1 and r/v, > W2(U) + 1. 
Let B = /3(B). W e want to show that for any given B3 > 0 (B3 > Wz(w(B/2)) + Al), there 
exists an integer N = N(B3) > 0 such that [no E Z+, ]]v]] 5 Bs, n > 1x0 + N] imply that 
ll~nll = Il~(no,cp)ll I B. 
In fact, for the given B3 > 0 (Bs > Wz(w(B/2)) + M), by the U.B., we can find a Bd > B 
such that [no E Z+, ]]p]] L BJ, n > 7201 imply that 
V(n) I W2(w(B3)) + M and lIznIl L &. (11) 
Now pick a suitable small a > 0 such that a < 1, Wz(w(B)) - a > Wz(w(B/2)), and 
F(W2(W(U)) + hf - a) > W2(P(U))l for % < ‘u 5 BJ. (12) 
Let I< be the smallest nonnegative integer such that 
First, we may assume that W~(cy(fi)) < W2(w(&)) -k bf, and thus, K > 1. Then there must 
exist Bci) > 0 (B(O) = B3) such that 
W, (,,! (B”)) = Wz(W(B3)) - ia, i=o,1,2 )..., K. (13) 
It is easy to see that B3 = B(O) > B(l) > . . . > I?(“) > B/2 > 0. 
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We now claim that 
V(n) 5 Wz(w(Bs)) + Al - ia, for n > n,, i = 0, 1, . ) IT, (14 
where n, = no + iN*, N” = fi + [lVz(w(&)) + n/l] + 1, [.] d enotes the greatest integer function, 
fi = maxali<K{N(B4, B(‘))} while N(B4, B(“)) is the relevant number in Lemma 1. 
Trivially, (14) h Id f 0 s or i =’ 0 in view of (11). Suppose now that for some j : 0 L: j 2 K - 1, 
we have 
V(n) < W2(w(Bs)) + Al - ja, for n 2 n3, 
we want to show that 
V(‘rl) I WLt(W(B3)) + Ad - (j + l)a, for n > nJfl. 
In fact, there must be some fi 2 nj + fi with 
V(i) 5 I’V2(W(B3)) + Ad - (j + 1)a. (15) 
Suppose it is not true, then we would have 
V(n) > Wz(w(B3)) + Al - (j + l)a, for all n > nj + fi. 
Since by Assumption (i), the assumption of the induction, and (13), we have 
and thus, ]D(n,z,)] I cu(B(‘)), for n > n _ 3, by Lemma 1 and (ll), we derive that 
/Iz,,// 5 P (B(j)) , for n 2 n3 + N, 
or 
But then for n 2 n3 + fi, we have 
V(n) > Wl(w(B3)) + A.4 - (j + 1)~ = IV2 (W (B(j))) + M - a, 
and thus, in view of (la), we derive 
F (v(n + 1)) 2 F (W2 (w (B(j))) + M -a) > IV, (a (B(j))) 2 Wg(jz(s)j) > v(s,z(s)), 
for n - r 5 s < 11. 
Therefore, it follows from Assumption (ii) that 
Then by Assumption (i), (13), and the choices of l!? and K, for n > nj + fi, we have 
W2(ID(n, x,)1) > v(n) > W2(w(B3)) f M - (j + 1)~ > lv2(W(B3)) f Ad - Kt.2 
> IV, (a (8)) - u > W2(U), 
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which implies that 
and by (10) and (lG), we obtain 
AV(?L) < -1, for all 11 > ‘/lj + fi. 
It then follows from (11) that 
if ‘/II. = [CI/;L(w(&)) + M] + 1. It is a contradiction. Hence, there must be some ,fi, E [?I,,, + iv. ‘Y),,+~] 
wit,11 (15) holding. 
Furthermore, we can assert that 
V(,/L) < W~(W(BQ)) + Ad - (j + l)CL, for all 71 > 6. (17) 
Suppose that there exists some fi > ti such that 
V(n) I W2(w(&)) + Af - (j + l)u, for 11 5 11 5 G, 
but 
V(ti + 1) > IV~(1I~(&)) + Al - (j + 1)a. 
Then we have for l’i 5 71 < ,il that 
(18) 
or 
which implies by Lemma 1 that 
Therefore, by (17), (13), and (la), we have for ii - r 5 s 5 il that 
F (v@+ 1,) 2 F (K (w (B(j))) + Al -u) > W, (3 (B’I’)) > w&(s)l) > v(s.J:(s)). 
and thus by (ii), we derive 
We discuss two cases as follows. 
CASE 1. If V@) < Wz(W(Bs)) - (j + l)CL, t1 ien it follows from (19) that 
V(ii + 1) < Vv~(UI(B3)) + M - (j + 1)a. 
This contradicts (18). 
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CASE 2. If v(iz) > ~z(uJ(&)) - (j + l)a, t,hen by (i) and t,he choice of fi, we have 
which implies 
Thus, by (lo), we derive that 
V(i? + 1) < V(lz) - 1. 
Again, this is a contradiction. Therefore, (17) holds, and thus, 
V(n) I W2(w(B3)) + AI - (j + l)n, for 11 > nj+1. 
By induction and the definition of Ii’, we arrive at 
or 
I~(%~,)1 5 Q a 1 0 
for )1 2 RI< = “0 + I<N*. 
We remark here that if PVl(cx(B)) > VC’~(W(&)) + AJ! then K = 0 and the above inequality is 
also true in view of (11). 
Again, by applying Lemma 1: we obtain that 
where N = KN* + N’, which is obviously independent of no. This shows that solutions of (1) are 
U.U.B. The proof is now complete. I 
REMARK 3. To the best of our knowledge, even for the neutral delay d$jeerential systems, there 
have been no counterparts of the theorems established in this paper. 
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